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SnapPoll
Quickly create a poll and gather opinions
SnapPoll allows you to ask one multiple choice question to all users in your organisation, right on the KPMG
Fulcrum landing page.
Easy to create
Create your poll and publish it in a matter of
minutes
Easy to complete
Decide how you want your respondents to answer
your questions. Use a range of pre-built options or
customise the answer type as you build your poll.

The power of Fulcrum
Every person in your organisation who accesses
KPMG Fulcrum will see your poll on your
organisation’s landing page. You don’t have to
send out additional emails or host anything in a
different environment. We have every user
covered – even those employees who only joined
your organisation yesterday!

Participants can choose from among answers that
you predefine. You can allow voters to select just
one answer or allow them to choose multiple
answers.

Integrated Messaging
You can leverage the integrated messaging
system to quickly and easily invite your
employees to see and take your poll.

Work as a team
You can decide whether you want to set others in
your company up as administrators so that they
can help you build your poll or to help with the
analysis once the poll has been closed.

Secure
Your polls and their results are secure at all times.
The robust security of KPMG Fulcrum ensures
that everything is encrypted and only those people
who you choose are able to access the result

Easily Accessible
Your poll is displayed on your organisation’s
landing page on KPMG Fulcrum. All staff in your
organisation will see it when they log in.
Analyse Results
Responses can be analysed using our online
interface or you could export the raw data for
analysis in your favourite tool.
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